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Transmittal letter 

      
December 11, 2009 

 

 

 

Dr. Judy Strauss, CEO 

1 Campbell pl 

Camden, NJ 08103 

856-342-8400  

 

Dear Dr. Strauss: 

 

Subject: V8 Fusion in Poland 

 

At your request Go-Getters International has prepared a feasibility study along with a marketing 

plan of introduction V8 Fusion into the Polish market. We have first analyzed the market, then 

researched the technical aspects surrounding the potential entry, and created a marketing strategy 

to effectively introduce the product. 

 

We are confident that the following plan will create success for V8 Fusion. Thank you for this 

opportunity.  Please contact us at go-go-getters@googlegroups.com with any questions. 

 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Nichole Achey __________________________ 

 

Meagan Hill ____________________________ 

 

Joelle Lipsman __________________________ 

 

Richelle Lydick _________________________ 

 

Mike Magdaleno ________________________ 

 

Diana Perazzo __________________________ 

 

Brett Seifried ___________________________ 

 

Alex Tenocelotl _________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Enclosure 

mailto:go-go-getters@googlegroups.com
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Executive summary 

 
Due to the increasing interest of a healthy and convenient lifestyle in Poland, the Polish 

population is a perfect candidate for Campbell‟s V8 Fusion. Go-Getters International intends to 

market this product to a nightlife consumer, who will be able to mix V8 Fusion with their 

favorite alcoholic beverage. Specifically young, educated, and fun-loving females will find that 

V8 Fusion is a good match for their nightlife experience. Although there are several juices in 

Polish market, no competitors market their products in such a way.  

 

Go-Getters International recommends that for the first year V8 Fusion will be introduced in 

major Polish cities. It should be done in the form of a joint venture with Euro Frugo, a leading 

juice manufacturer that will also package, market, and distribute our product. 

 

The goals set for the first year of V8 Fusion‟s introduction to the market include attaining a total 

profit of $7.95 million, maintaining gross profit margin at 40%, and reaching product awareness 

of V8 Fusion to 30%.   

 

In order to achieve the established objectives, V8 Fusion will employ a “Color your night” 

marketing campaign by advertising through print, broadcast, outdoor, and interactive media.  

Besides traditional forms of marketing, a projected image into the night sky of the V8 logo will 

be used every Friday and Saturday nights for the first month of the introduction. The product will 

be sampled on college campuses, bars, pubs, clubs, and stores.  The packaging will include 

mixed-drink recipes, and additional recopies can be found on the website. V8 Fusion will also 

sponsor Agnieszka Radwanska, a popular Polish tennis player. 
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Part 1 

Feasibility study: Market Analysis 

General Information 
Poland is an increasingly attractive market for foreign investors located in central Europe, just 

east of Germany, with its borders touching Belarus, Czech Republic, Germany, Lithuania, 

Russia, Slovakia, and Ukraine.  The population in Poland is approximately 38.5 million with 

96.7% being of Polish decent.  Its urban population makes up 61% of the population and is 

continually growing.  Poland has several large cities that play crucial roles in Poland‟s tourism, 

businesses, and growth.  Those cities include Warsaw, Krakow, Gdansk, Lodz, Wroclaw and 

Poznan  

 

Except for mountains along the southern border, Poland is predominantly flat terrain.  With its 

temperate continental climate, Poland has mild summers (high sixties – low seventies °F), and 

wet/cold winters with chilling winds.  

 

For the past twenty years, Poland has enjoyed an economic growth period, which has only 

slowed down in the past year.  However, healthy growth rates of the previous four years 

decreased unemployment and increased average Polish incomes.  Poland is a member of the 

World Trade Organization (WTO) and the European Union (EU).  It applies the EU‟s common 

external tariff to goods from other countries, including the United States.  

 

The history of Poland began in the 10
th

 century, under its first official ruler Mieszko I.  It was at 

this time in Poland‟s history that Miezsko I introduced Catholicism as Poland‟s official religion.  

The mass majority of Poland‟s population today is still predominately Catholic.  Although 

Poland has participated in numerous military conflicts, the country has been able to contribute to 

the areas of arts and sciences to much of the world.  On May 3, 1791, Poland‟s parliament signed 

its first constitution, which was the first ever to be signed in Europe (You Tube, 2007).  Roughly, 

150 years later, Poland was transformed into a communist government after World War II.  

Though once communist, Poland now operates as a western-style Democratic government.   
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Consumer target market and potential 
V8 Fusion's target market consists of females in the 20-26 age group.  This target market will be 

characterized by the educated and health conscious who live within the densely populated 

metropolitan areas.   

 

Population trending data from 2003 to the present shows that Poland‟s population is currently 

comprised of 51.7% women and continues to grow in that direction (Euromonitor International, 

2009).  The United States Central Intelligence Agency estimates as of July 2009, Poland will 

have a total population of 38,482,919 (Central Intellegence Agency, 2009); with 51.7% of the 

population, there is approximately 1.3 million more women than men for V8 Fusion to be 

targeted for marketing efforts. 

 

Primary research done on Polish social networking websites showed that fruit juice consumption 

is commonly associated with alcohol, specifically beer drinking (Polish Forum, 2009).  This in 

conjunction with Euromonitor reports that young Poles in their twenties “prefer pubs, clubs, and 

discos” (Euromonitor International, 2009) as their venues for social gatherings and that the 

“market has benefit[ed] from their tendency to go out” (Euromonitor International, 2009).  

Although there is no legal drinking age in Poland, there is a legal alcohol purchase age of 18 

years old.  While 18 is the legal purchase age of alcohol, those in their early twenties will be 

targeted because they more than likely have a higher amount of disposable income in relation to 

those still in their teenage years.  

 

Females who are educated, students (former or current), and those that are health conscious 

characterize V8‟s target market.  “Beer is [a] type of alcohol [that is] frequently consumed by 

Poles [;] It is particularly popular among young people, students and consumers with secondary 

and higher education” (Euromonitor International, 2009).  With the consumption of beer and 

fruit juices being correlated, it could be logically assumed that the student market that prefers 

beer should also be the same market for fruit juice.  Go Getters International believes the 

college-aged segment is the best age group to market to for its propensity to consume an 

associated product. 

 

 “Poles are increasingly conscious of the importance of a healthy lifestyle [and] a balanced diet” 

(Euromonitor International, 2009); it has also been shown that recently Polish consumer markets 

have been dominated by convenient, timesaving goods” (Euromonitor International, 2009).  

Research shows that the Polish market is looking to maintain health while not expending much 

time while doing so.  This has been shown by an increasing trend towards consumption dietary 

supplements (Euromonitor International, 2009), which yield nutrition (vitamins and minerals) in 

a more convenient way than that of purchasing raw fruits and vegetables.  Primary research has 

shown that fruit juice is being consumed with alcohol (Polish Forum, 2009) consumers of the 

target market can receive some nutritional benefit while partaking in their nightlife activities 

such as drinking and dancing.  More importantly, with the V8 fusion product, consumers will be 

able to get quick and easy nutrition which is important for the ever busy college student or 

postgraduates entering the fast-paced business world.   

 

Due to the location of students, the geographical region of the target market will consist of 

metropolitan areas that are home to the major universities.  The metropolitan areas would also be 
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a better market for the fast-paced, convenience driven customer chosen for the target market.  

These areas are the major cites of Poland, such as Warsaw, Katowice and Gdańsk.   

 

Research and statistical analysis conducted yielded an average $97 USD per capita expenditure 

of juice in a year (Euromonitor International, 2009), (Magdaleno, 2009).  After consultation with 

Professor of managerial sciences and marketing expert, Dr. Judy Strauss of the University of 

Nevada Reno, it has been agreed upon that the market penetration rate for fruit juice in the Polish 

market could be conservatively predicted to be ≈ 90% (Strauss, 2009).  The target market as an 

absolute number is predicted to be 1.5397 million females in post-high school education.  While 

this is only ≈ 5% of the entire Polish population, Go Getters International feels that fruit juice as 

a whole is consumed by a vast majority of people (90%).  The Polish juice market also has been 

predicted to have a compounded annual growth rate of ≈9.96%.  Thus the market for V8 fusion 

is quite large and has much potential; the target market of “higher educated females” has been 

chosen due to research shown that they would be more likely to consume more fruit juice in 

comparison to the rest of the population. 
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Business Target Market 
After thorough consideration, Go Getters International decided to employ established  

domestic manufacturers and diverse intermediaries.  Such a decision will result in intensive 

distribution and introduction of V8 Fusion Juice to Polish consumers and businesses.  V8 Fusion 

is a new product to the people and businesses of Poland and therefore it is better suited for mass 

distribution until it better known.  This intensive distribution will be achieved using the 

following companies.  

 

Go Getters International has chosen Euro Frugo as the main manufacturer and first level 

distributor of V8 Fusion Juice.  Euro Frugo‟s sole focus is on the manufacturing and distribution 

of fruit juices and mineral waters.  The company will carry out the manufacturing, packaging and 

distribution of V8 Fusion Juice to intermediaries.  Euro Frugo has an established and excellent 

record of accomplishment, dating back to 1929, and currently distributes to most major Polish 

retailers including Tesco, Metro Group, Carrefour markets and hypermarkets (Euro Frugo- 

Zyweic Plus Sp. Z O.O, 2009).  These companies together operate over 1600 stores throughout 

Poland, 400 of which are hypermarkets (Wikipedia, 2008).  Hypermarkets have been shown in 

recent years to be gaining in popularity among Polish consumers.  In the last five years, the 

number of consumers who visit hypermarkets more than once a week has risen by 35% 

(Holbreich, 2008). 

 

Key wholesale distributors that will be involved throughout Poland are Metro Cash and Carry 

stores.  Many of the over 75,000 retail food and drink establishments (Encyclopedia of the 

Nations, 1999) , including restaurants, pubs and nightclubs, use such stores to acquire many of 

their non-alcoholic products such as V8 Fusion.  The inclusion of wholesale distributors and 

retail drink establishments are vital components of V8‟s overall distribution chain as the plan‟s 

main focus is to market V8 Fusion as a mixer for hard drinks. 

 

It is also a focus of Go Getters International to respect and value the business traditions of 

Poland.  Through secondary research, Go-Getters has learned the following about Polish 

business etiquette.  They will greet people with a firm handshake upon arriving and leaving, 

along with good eye contact. When Polish businesspeople exchange business cards, they do so 

without formal ritual; they also like to have one side of the business card translated into Polish.  

In business, some of the Polish customs include the eldest pole leading the meetings or business 

proceedings.  There is no sense of urgency within their business practice.  Speaking with one or 

another before meetings is no problem; in fact, it is a way for them to size up the other 

professional.  The first couple of times that the Poles meet on certain things, time is spent on 

small talk.  Meetings over meals are commonplace.  Once a Pole feels comfortable with another 

person, then the following meetings are much friendlier.  They work using a hierarchical system. 

 

Small gifts are often given at initial meetings and after the signing of a contract.  Such gifts 

should not have your company‟s logo, but it should be from your homeland.  Normal business 

days in Poland begin at eight AM and end at four PM.  „Business lunches‟ are held after the work 

day, and lead into the evening.  It is very normal to begin all business meetings with a 

conversation, to build goodwill and establish a personal lasting relationship with the business 

partner.  In addition, Polish business people take time to think about their money-making 
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decisions; therefore they will pause during the meeting to focus on their decision, it is frowned 

upon to make small talk at these times (AC Associated Content, 2005). 
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Industry and Competition 
The fruit and vegetable juice sector in Poland is dominated by more than one competitor. On the 

top of the competitive list for this industry are Maspex, Hortex, and Agros Nova. 

MASPEX 
 

Maspex Wadowice Group is one of the strongest competitors of V8 Fusion.  It has been a market 

leader in the production of juices, nectars, and soft drinks in Poland, as well as a main player in 

Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania with the revenue of $1,044 million in 2008.  In Poland Maspex 

accounts for 36.5% of the juice market (AC Nielsen, 2008).  The company employs just over 

5000 employees.  Just recently, the company re-organized its structure by implementing SAP 

system to support managing financial instruments, which helped the development of the 

company (The Widest Experience with SAP, 2009).  Besides juices, Maspex manufactures 

instant products like cappuccino, cocoa, coffee creamer, instant tea and hot chocolate; it is also a 

leader in the pasta market.  Maspex has had the opportunity to expand into international markets; 

its products are sold in 50 countries (Maspex Wadowice Group, 2009).  The company has six 

manufacturing facilities, two distribution centers and two marketing centers in Poland.  

 

Maspex‟s strongest products are from their product lines of Tymbark and Kubuś (Maspex 

Wadowice Group, 2009).  The main Tymbark line that could be V8 Fusion‟s big competition is 

The Fruit of The World.  It is marketed as a perfect cocktail juice and has cocktail recipes on the 

back of the package.  1-liter pack is sold for $1.70.  Kubuś is natural juice made from carrots and 

fruit with rich vitamin A and C content and no sugar added priced $1.61 per package.  Children 

mostly favor it.  

HORTEX 
 

Hortex is a Polish based producer of fruit juices and grower of fruit.  It has a share of almost 

16.3% of the juice market in Poland and its brand recognition is 97%.  From 2002 to 2007 it has 

been named “Trusted brand” in the juices category by “Rider‟s Digest” (Hortex, 2009).  Hortex 

Holding SA is the private joint stock company with the major part of the shareholder structure 

taken by the funds related to the Bank of America.  Since May 2003, the funds have held more 

than 93% of the company‟s shares; the other shares are held by nearly 600 minor shareholders 

whose representatives take one place in the 5-member Supervisory Board.  On top of being one 

of the main suppliers of fruit juices in Poland, Hortex is also a large supplier in Russia and other 

parts of Eastern Europe (Hortex, 2009). The Company employs approximately 1,250 workers 

plus 150 additional seasonal workers from July to December.  

 

The company‟s business is focused on three main areas: production of juices and drinks, 

production of frozen fruits and vegetables, and production of concentrated fruit juices.  Hortex 

has been increasingly concentrated on improving the business effectiveness, that is why three 

specialized modern processing plants located in Ryki, Skierniewice, and Przysucha near Radom 

are the ones to produce all of its products (Market Position, 2004). 
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Hortex‟s main juice products include Vitaminka, Hortex, and Leon.  Each one of the brands has 

a variety of tastes, including such unusual ones such as red-orange and black currant. Hortex‟s 

promotional strategy is “juice is our passion”.  It markets Vitaminka mainly to women and uses a 

slogan “You don‟t have to be perfect to feel wonderful”.  The TV commercials for Vitaminka 

show a young woman shopping in a high-scale store and drinking the juice.  Vitaminka is sold 

for $2.00.  Juice Leon costs about $1.95 and is marketed towards children.  However, the 

marketing materials do not picture children; instead, the TV commercials are made in the form of 

cartoons with children‟s favorite characters drinking juice Leon.  Hortex juices are mainly 

marketed as a family drink and 1-liter packs are sold for $1.31.  In the commercials, Hortex is 

shown to be consumed by a woman, a man, and their two young children.   

 

The company makes sure that their products are available throughout the country.  That is why it 

distributes the products through two channels; it sells the products to the distributors located 

throughout the country and it owns its own distribution centers.  Through both channels, the 

company supplies its products to small and big stores and to such service industry establishments 

as restaurants, bars, night clubs and pubs.    

AGROS NOVA 
 

Agros Nova has a 14.5% share of the Polish juice market.  It was founded in 2003 in Warsaw, 

Poland.  The company specializes in about 170 products such as sieved carrot, tomato, and juices 

that contain a blend of vegetables, spices like Tabasco, chili, and ginseng.  They are best known 

for their range of products including nectars, fruit and vegetables, drinks, jams, and juices 

(Passionate about Fruits, 2004). In 2008, it had revenues of $293 million. 

 

Agros Nova has had the opportunity to expand into international markets, where their products 

are used in 25 other countries.  They focus on long-term co-operation with national distributors, 

and they reward the most active partners by means of promotional support. (Passionate about 

Fruits, 2004).  This company had a strong advantage in 2004 when they were first to offer bottles 

with a twist-off caps which guaranteed the product had not been opened earlier.  

 

The company offers two main brands Karotka and Dr.Witt.  Agros Nova claims that Karotka can 

be used as a daily diet drink that improves one‟s mood and looks (hair and complexion).  Dr.Witt 

is advertised as a dietary supplement rich in vitamins and microelements.  

 

Agros Nova offers their products through commercial chains, distributors, retailers, wholesalers, 

and the Horeca channel, which refers to a sector of the food and beverage industry that prepares 

and serves food and beverages (Horeca, 2009).  The company also distributes its products 

through Comarch ECOD Distribution, one of the largest distributors in Poland, with over 100 

distribution centers (Comarch, 2009).   
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Cultural and Social analysis 
Roughly, 37.3 million people of Polish population speak and write Polish, making it the official 

spoken language in Poland.  Polish language was originally  Slavonic , and had once belonged to 

the West-Slavic group of the Indo-European languages.  The rest of the population speaks 

Ukrainian, German or Lithuanian.   

 

Poland has several practiced religions; nearly 89.8% of the citizens of Poland are Roman 

Catholic, with about 75% currently practicing.  Approximately 1.3% of people practice Eastern 

Orthodox, 0.3% of people are Protestants, and the remaining 8.3% are practice other religions.  

Religion plays a very significant role to the people in Poland.  Their national holidays are similar 

to those of the U.S, and most businesses close for the day of the Holiday to spend time with their 

families.  Since nearly 89% are Roman Catholic, weddings, baptisms and family oriented events 

are very important.  

 

One of the Polish customs is to welcome guests with bread and salt.  Poles like to be seen as 

showstoppers; in a sense, they pull out “all the stops” when it comes to pleasing and greeting 

people.  Hospitality is in abundance in Poland.  When visiting or staying with the poles, slippers 

are a common offering.  Their portions of food are more than generous and there is never a 

shortage of food.  Polish people push alcohol on their guests; they love the social aspect of 

drinking.   

 

Polish cuisine is strongly influenced by French and Italian cuisine.  There is an exotic flavor 

throughout the food.  There is a plentiful amount of meat in their diets, mostly chicken and pork.  

Cabbage and potatoes are the main vegetables within the cuisine; the veggies are hearty like the 

meals.  

 

Knowing that Polish people are very health conscious, it makes sense that they care about their 

personal hygiene as well.  The nature of Polish people‟s hygiene is similar to that of Americans.  

It is common for them to bathe daily and use personal hygiene products such as deodorant.  It is 

important to the Polish people to brush their teeth twice daily accompanied by the use of floss.  

Another common hygienic practice within the culture is to try to keep up with laundry, doing it 

about once a week (Perazzo, 2009).  These tendencies towards healthy living will bode well for a 

product marketed as health promoting.  

 

As an everyday drink of Poland, coffee is very common.  Polish people also drink fruit juices 

and juice concentrates mixed with water. (Czyz, 2009). Water is also cherished as a favorite 

beverage, and is used to refresh (Polish Food and Drinks, 2009). 

 

The fashion and clothing trends that are shown throughout Poland include eastern styles, there is 

also a liking for regular tee-shirts and jeans, sweatshirts are also a common fad, this knowledge 

will be usefull in the creation of advertisements.  

 

The superstitions in Poland are very similar to American superstitions.  Some superstitions 

within the culture include the fear of the number 13.  This number is looked upon as extremely 

bad luck.  Friday the 13
th

 is considered outrageously unlucky to the point where Poles will not 

wear new shirts, sneeze, or take baths.  Black cats are considered bad luck, as well as broken 
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mirrors.  Broken mirrors signify sickness and death.  Also, very simple, a thumbs up symbolizes 

“nice” and “good luck” (Gorrill, 2005). 

  

Polish people value being individuals within a strong family structure and country. In the post- 

Cold War, there were many advertisements trying to steer Poland‟s people away from becoming 

a capitalistic nation such as the U.S., but many Polish people strove towards incorporating 

western ideals while still being patriotic.    

 

Although Polish people are devoted to their domestic products, they are open to foreign products 

as well and have a good economic relationship with the United States and other European 

countries.  In 2008 Poland spent more than $4 billion on U.S imports.  Polish people view 

themselves as having many common practices and ideals with western nations, and therefore 

have an accepting attitude towards such countries and their products.  

 

Geert Hofstede‟s personal research shows multiple cultural implications that could cause V8 

Fusion some difficulties.  First, Poland has a high uncertainty avoidance index; a total number of 

94 out of 100 reveal that Poles are very hesitant and untrusting of new products and ideas 

(Hofstede, 2009).  Polish people would rather stay with tried and true products. However, that 

does not apply to V8 Fusion, as juice is not a radically new product to the market.  

 

The Power Distance index, Individualism/Collectivism index, and Masculinity/Femininity 

indexes all have approximate scores ranging from 50 to 60 on a scale of 100.  The 

Individualism/Collectivism score of 55 shows that Poles are leaning towards a westernized 

philosophy of individualism (Hofstede, 2009) (Hofstede, 2009) 

 

The PDI score shows that there is a 

slight social hierarchy (Hofstede, 

2009). Since Poland has a relatively 

high score, Polish people will 

generally be distrustful of others 

(Cateora,  Graham, & Gilly,  

2009).  The long-term orientation 

index is low (32 out of 100), which 

means that Polish people are 

respectful for traditions and strive to 

fulfill their social responsibilities.   

 

Red and white are the colors of 

Poland‟s flag and are used to show 

Poland‟s pride. However, nowadays, Polish advertising has strayed from the symbolic and 

patriotic direction and now strives to be more eye catching and entertaining.  They use bright 

colors, humorous social situations, and catchy tunes to attract the viewer‟s attention to the 

product being sold, rather than attempting to boost sales through a sense of duty to one‟s country.  

Many Polish advertisements could easily be confused for American advertisements except for 

the language. 
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Polish music is very diverse depending on the age group.  Younger Poles like pop, rock and 

dance music much of which is in English, while the elder Poles prefer more easy listening and 

vocalist styles of music (Polish Forum).  In addition, many Polish people place high values on 

health and nature.  People that are thin and in shape are considered more attractive, and there has 

been a surge in the health spa industry in the last few years, which would benefit V8 Fusion‟s 

sales when marketed as a healthful drink.  Many Polish advertisements could easily be mistaken 

for those in the United States, from the pop music, the bright colors and the thin well dressed 

models the only major difference being the language, being an advantage to an incoming 

American based company. 

 

Ever since Polish territory belonged to other countries, and even today, the family ties in Poland 

are very strong.  First, while Poland belonged to Russia, Prussia and Austria, family was a 

preserver of culture, language and national heritage.  Later, during Nazi occupation, Polish 

households became underground political and military organizations (Sokolowska, 1975).  

During this time, mothers were the guiders of education and culture.  An average Polish family 

has two to three children who are very independent.  With both adults normally working, kids 

prepare their own breakfast, go to school by themselves, and clean and care for younger siblings 

(Culture Grams, 2009).  Despite patriarchic family patterns, the status of women in families has 

always been high.  

 

The majority of the population in Poland is urban, and the urban family is the predominant type. 

However, the differences between urban and rural families are diminishing; education is one of 

the leading factors of that change. Because education has always played a significant role in 

Poland, the literacy rate in this country is 99.8%. From the marketers‟ point of view, this is a 

major plus, not only because this has potential for economic development, but also because this 

makes communication much easier. 

 

Poland is a republic with the legal system based on continental civil law and holdover 

Communist legal theory. The democratization process is underway and, therefore, the system is 

gradually changing (Routledge, Poland). Government has been proactive in leading the country 

towards a free-market system. The process began over 20 years ago and today‟s results are 

promising. To keep young talents home, government is also working on making it easier for 

them to start a business. 

 

Polish people have access to both Polish and International media. Just as theU.S., Poland has it 

all: TV, radio, magazines and newspapers (Sokolowska, 1975). Free press was established with 

the fall of communism and was mostly used for political propaganda. Today the press is 

generally free from government influence; some popular newspapers are Rzeczpospolita and 

Gazeta Wyborcza (among Polish business classes), Super Express (easy daily) and the Polish 

edition of Newsweek. 

 

The internet is mostly used by younger populations and has about 8 million users. There are both 

public and private TV stations in Poland. Telewizia Polska (TVP) is one of the most popular 

ones. There are also 9 satellite channels broadcasted in Polish with 3 of them designed for kids 

(Public Research Insititute, 2008). 
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Profile of a Typical Person 
Potential buyers of our product are young women within the ages  of 20 to 26. They either attend 

college or are alumni. They are educated, fun loving, ambitious and healthy. Based on the 

interviews with Anita and Morjana, Go-Getters International sketched a profile of a typical 

person in V8 Fusion‟s target market. 

 

Karolina is 5‟6”, 22 years old, and a single college student with no kids. She was born and grew 

up in Nieborow, a village 80 Kilometers from Warsaw. She was baptized as a Roman Catholic 

shortly after her birth. Her mom, a school teacher, and her dad, a doctor, cared a lot about 

Karolina and her brother‟s education. Even from the youngest age she was told about the 

importance of education. No surprise that after finishing high school she moved to Warsaw and 

started studying at the University of Warsaw. She lives in the dorms and does not have a full-

time job, first, because school is free and, second, because every summer she works in Ireland 

and makes enough money to live for a year. Currently, she is a year away from getting her 

degree in Economics.  

 

Growing up in the country, Karolina got used to eating healthy, mostly locally grown products.  

Her parents took care of their own little garden, and she enjoyed eating fresh berries and 

vegetables. She learned what is good and bad for her health from both her parents and 

community. Even after moving to Warsaw, Karolina did not stop caring about healthy eating.  

She visits her parents and they frequently come to visit her, and stock her fridge with products, 

which helps her maintain her healthy food habits. 

 

Karolina is very concerned with her appearance. She goes to aerobics classes twice a week in 

order to stay fit.  Even for the trip to the store she will dress neatly, put a little make-up on and 

make her hair look good. When in college, she normally wears comfortable clothes and shoes, 

such as jeans, t-shirt, and tennis shoes. She loves visiting her friends, having them come over, or 

going out with the whole gang to bars and clubs. Her favorite drink is a light beer mixed with 

apple juice. When going out, she will put on an eye-catching flattering outfit and high-heeled 

shoes and will be the life of the party.  
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Part 2 

 

Feasibility study: Technical, financial, and organizational analysis 

(including SWOT) 

Company summary 
 

The hearty name of the Campbell Soup Company has been in the homes and hearts of its 

consumers since 1922 when it was first established as a corporation in New Jersey.  The name, 

Campbell, now rings strong in many homes internationally; to be specific the soups, sauces and 

beverages segment of Campbell conducts business in the United States, Europe, Latin America, 

the Asia Pacific region, as well as Russia, China, and Canada.  The V8 product line is in business 

in the United States, Canada, and Asia Pacific. 

 

Campbell is a company that is well put together and efficiently ran with integrity.  Employing its 

own code of ethics is among the many strengths of Campbell‟s.  As of 2009, the Company holds 

over 4100 trademark registrations and applications in over 160 countries, this is a reflection of 

the global size of the company and proof of Campbell‟s competency in the international 

marketing.  Looking at future strengths, one positive change Campbell‟s will instill is that 

sodium levels in V8 (among other Campbell‟s products) will be reduced in 2010.  The Company 

has decided to make this change because they have reviewed research that backs statistics that 

show consumers have an escalated awareness about health and nutrition.  Campbell‟s company 

research also ensures that Campbell is in sync with consumer trends.  As stated in their 10-K, it 

is also in the future plans of Campbell to investigate growing markets and new places to expand.  

Those plans of Campbell show an entrance for a possible new product in a possible new location. 

 

Naming weaknesses can be an unwanted task, but it is detrimental to do so in order to excel in 

business.  Weaknesses of Campbell are not largely quantifiable because they are potential 

weaknesses.  Still, it is necessary to assess the possibilities in order to be prepared if these 

weaknesses become a reality.  Campbell‟s is in a highly competitive industry. Campbell must 

take measures to ensure their stern position in the market. In its current state, Campbell‟s needs 

to be careful with regard to their pension liabilities. If there comes a time when the company has 

to pay an unusually high amount of pensions then the company‟s financials could be in trouble. 

 

To prevent these potential weaknesses from happening, Campbell‟s will focus more efforts into 

marketing and merchandising beginning in 2010, in order to build on the already effective 

efforts. For the 2009 fiscal year, the company has almost two billion dollars in goodwill.  

Campbell‟s is sitting on roughly 6 billion in assets, also the company has attained 736 million 

dollars in net earnings, according to the company‟s 10-K. 

 

Through research and market analysis, Campbell‟s has developed the right blend of spices, 

appealing to a vast majority of the market.  Campbell‟s is an international company that has 

lasted through years of an ever-changing economy.  Campbell‟s has efficiently created hundreds 

of products including the healthy and nutritious V8 line.  Through analysis of each year, the 
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Campbell‟s Soup Company has continuously improved its corporate structure, financial dealings, 

and most importantly its product quality (Cambpell's Soup Company form 10-K, 2009). 
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Technical feasibility 

Raw materials and manufacturing capability 

 

To be able to deliver our product to Poland, Go-Getters international has explored their options 

and has found the best solution to the technical feasibility of V8 Fusion in Poland.  

For many years, agriculture has played a huge role in Poland‟s economy. It is currently the 

European leader in mass production of fresh soft fruit. Polish farmers cultivate large quantities of 

raspberries, black currants, strawberries, cherries, and other berries. Poland is also the biggest 

producer in a variety of vegetables and they export the majority of their fresh fruit or processed 

fruit, as well as vegetables all over Europe. (Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency, 

2006) 

In order to create V8 Fusion identically in Poland, we must have the necessary approved 

ingredients. V8 Fusion contains an assortment of fruits such as apples, strawberries, bananas, 

grapes, peaches, and many more along with the fruit previously mentioned. They also contain a 

blend of vegetables like sweet potatoes, carrots, beets, and tomatoes. V8 Fusion is also enriched 

with less that 2 % of vitamin A, vitamin B6, vitamin C and E, Calcium, Magnesium, as well as 

folic acids. (Shopping.Com Network, 2009) 

Campbell‟s feels strongly about the responsibility to protect the environment. By doing so, they 

are devoted to providing a high quality, safe, and convenient product while employing the latest 

innovation in a sustainable agriculture practice and packaging. Furthermore, a large amount of 

effort is focused on reducing energy by the use of a greenhouse gas emission while minimizing 

the impact of product and waste disposal. In terms of packaging the products, we focus on the 

consumer demand for quality, affordability and convenience with materials that are 

environmentally friendly. We try to select opportunities that will reduce our packaging weight, 

as well as have a high recycling content.  (Cambpell's Soup Company form 10-K, 2009) 

Based on the Campbell‟s products, the raw materials needed are always subject to change 

depending on various factors. They depend on prices, crop sizes, harvesting seasons, demand for 

energy costs, import and export requirements. Natural gases, soybean oils, and natural gases are 

a few resources used to help keep raw material prices low. (Cambpell's Soup Company form 10-

K, 2009) 

The V8 Fusion product will be produced in Poland. Go-Getters International is planning to join 

forces with Euro Frugo in a joint venture. Euro Frugo will be manufacturing V8 Fusion, as well 

as taking care of the graphic design of labeling and packaging, and the distribution process. They 

will also have the responsibility of the technology needed to produce V8 fusion and distribution 

of products to wholesalers through hypermarkets. The manufacturing facility of V8 Fusion is in 

Zywiec, Poland (Clein, 2009). Go-Getters feels that Euro Frugo is the best fit for a local 

manufacturing in Poland that could meet Campbell‟s expectations. 
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Channel structure 

 

Campbell‟s has successfully penetrated many other countries in Europe with their line of 

soups, but they have yet to set up distribution channels in Poland (Campbell's Worldwide, 2008).  

In light of this Go-Getters International has decided that it would be best to set up a three level 

channel structure by partnering with Euro Frugo a large manufacturing firm in Poland that 

specializes in fruit juices.   

 

Euro Frugo is an excellent fit when it comes to the distribution needs of V8 Fusion. Euro 

Frugo has the capabilities to not only produce V8 Fusion juices, but they will also package, 

market and distribute V8 Fusion to the top retail and wholesale markets throughout the country.  

This will stream line V8 Fusion‟s entry into Poland.  

 

 V8 Fusion Juices will be produced from fruits and vegetables grown within Poland.  

After the final product has been produced and packaged by Euro Frugo, their fleet of vehicles 

delivers to retail and wholesale markets and hypermarkets such as Tesco, Carrefour, Wal-Mart, 

and Metro Cash and Carry in all the major cities of Poland (Super Markets of Poland, 2008). 

With the well developed infrastructure system in the country, the transportation and delivery 

process is streamlined and already implemented by Euro Frugo. 

 

Euro Frugo has a team of sales agents that will help V8 Fusion get proper product 

placement within these retailers.  Through intensive distribution V8 Fusion will be highly visible 

to end consumers including everyday grocery shoppers as well as retail food and drink 

establishments. 
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Financial feasibility 

Country economic analysis 
 

Poland is a member of the European Union (EU) and therefore maintains all of their trade 

protections coordinated with the European Union standards (Clein, 2009). Some of the EU‟s 

protectionism includes anti-dumping laws, to prevent foreign organizations from selling below 

cost. Other safeguards include anti-subsidy, a practice to keep granted subsidiaries from giving a 

company an unfair advantage and safeguards to protect from a sudden increase of imports, 

shocking the market with a sudden influx of goods. (European Union, 2009) 

 

There are set rules of trade barriers called the “Trade Barriers Regulation”. This is a 

system created to track the imports and exports within the EU. In addition to tracking these 

numbers, the system also helps organizations and businesses deal with any issues within the 

international market. These would include, but are not limited to, “restrictions on their sales 

abroad, discriminatory treatment in foreign markets, difficulty obtaining patents or licenses or 

any other form of unfair barrier to their export of goods or services.” (European Union, 2009) 

 

As a nation, Poland exported $175.3 billion and imported $199 billion in 2008. The GDP 

per capita was at an estimated $17,300 with a growth rate of 4.8% while the nation had a GDP of 

$667.9 billion in 2008, an increase of about $30 billion from last 2007. As of 2003, 17% of the 

Polish population is below the poverty line, whereas 27% of the population makes up the upper 

class. The composition of the GDP delegated includes 4.5% to agriculture, 31.2% to the industry, 

and 64.3% to the services. The current account balance of Poland is at -$20.12 billion as of 2007. 

In addition, the unemployment rate has dropped going from 12.8% in 2007 to 9.8% in 2008. 

(CIA, 2009) 

 

The Inflation rate for Poland went from 2.5% in 2007 to 4.2% in 2008. Unfortunately, for 

Go-Getters international, the Dollar has weakened over the last years. For example, On October 

1
st
, 2007, the exchange rate was $1 for €.70; on the same day in 2009, the dollar was worth €.68. 

(CIA, 2009) 
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Production costs 

 
Given current market conditions and predictions given by Go-Getters International, market 

potential for V8 Fusion‟s first year in the Polish juice market is estimated to be 1% of the total 

juice market, which is approximately ≈ $37.29 million (Given in 2009 $USD).  This estimation 

has come from two different assumptions. The first assumption has come from Pepsi‟s fruit drink 

“Toma” and its‟ entrance into the market.  Much like Campbell‟s and V8, Pepsi was a U.S. based 

company that entered into a Polish market with consumers that are highly defensive of their 

domestic products.  In 2006, Pepsi‟s entrance to Poland yielded a 1% capture of the market 

(Elopak).  It can be conservatively assumed that Campbell‟s, also an American based company, 

will also yield the same results.   

 

After examination of  Campbell‟s 10-K (for 2008): Item 8, Financial statements and 

Supplementary Data, it appears that on the general level, their (Costs of products sold/Net sales) 

≈ 60%, meaning that overall, Campbell‟s costs of goods sold is approximately 60% of their top 

line.   If Go-Getters International is assuming base year revenues of approximately $37 million 

(Magdaleno, 2009), Campbell‟s should expect to spend approximately ($37million X 60%) ≈ 

$22 million for this endeavor. 

 

After a discussion of the Campbell‟s Corporation‟s current financial strength/position with 

Professor Charles Carslaw of the University of Nevada Reno, a financial statement expert, there 

could be multiple ways for the company to finance; be it debt or equity (Carslaw CFA CPA, 

2009).  Though it would be logical for the company to try to maintain their current debt-to-equity 

ratio while financing this project, it would be more logical for Campbell‟s to choose the least 

expensive financing option.   Traditionally in an economic recession, long term interest rates 

decline.  In an economy of this nature, “long term debt financing would be the cheapest way to 

go about things” (Carslaw CFA CPA, 2009).  Once inflation rises, which is probable after a 

recession, Campbell‟s could pay off debt acquired at deflated prices and pay it back with money 

from an inflationary economy.  

 

Given the Polish consumer‟s defensive feelings towards their country‟s own products, V8 Fusion 

will be made by a local manufacturer, most likely Euro-Frugo as mentioned earlier.  V8 Fusion 

will still be marketed as “V8 Fusion” with some joint labeling so the Polish consumers can stay 

true to the nationalistic purchasing and have more of a probability of making the purchase.  

There would also be much less risk to the company to initially outsource the product to test for 

consumer responsiveness, rather than invest in a new foreign infrastructure or to incur the high 

costs of shipping involved with a high-weight sugar/water based product.  With this outsourcing, 

Campbell‟s should expect to spend $22 million USD to purchase the juice inventory.  If the 

Polish consumers are not responsive, the debt-financed inventory can still be relabeled and resold 

in an American market.    

  

Facilitating payments (such as bribes) are not needed to enter into the Polish juice market.  

“Poland signed the Convention founding the Organisation [sic] for Economic Co-Operation and 

Development on November [22] 1996, thereby pledged its full dedication to achieving 

the Organisation‟s fundamental aims (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and 

http://www.oecd.org/document/7/0,3343,en_33873108_33873739_1915847_1_1_1_1,00.html
http://www.oecd.org/document/7/0,3343,en_33873108_33873739_1915847_1_1_1_1,00.html#Article2                                                                                            
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Development).  The OECD is composed of 30 member countries which are united in sustaining a 

democratic free market society to increase employment, economic growth, and higher standards 

of living (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development ).  Among other areas, the 

OECD has taken a role in coordinating international action on corruption and bribery, creating 

the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention (Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, 2009) to which Poland 

is a part of.  Lacking a need facilitating payments will be of great benefit to V8 Fusion since it is 

illegal for U.S. companies to pay bribes, even if it is a common practice in the country of doing 

business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_corruption
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bribery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OECD_Anti-Bribery_Convention
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Organizational feasibility 

Country political/legal feasibility 
 

After 1989, Poland adopted a democratic capitalist system, after being in communist rule after 

World War II. After this time period, there has been a strong and united agreement on important 

political strategies among the Polish people.  

 

The political ideology in Poland is that of integration with Europe as a whole, which has been 

called the re-nationalization of foreign politics. The current centre-right Civic Platform (PO) and 

the Polish Peasants‟ Party (PSL) parliamentary majority government is trying to rebuild 

relationships between other European countries, which include Germany.  

 

Poland is willing to listen to European Union (EU) issues, but focuses mainly on the 

government‟s self-interest. Some controversial issues that await the parliament and president of 

Poland are the EU‟s Lisbon Treaty, adoption of the euro zone in 2012, and the signing of the 

U.S. missile defense system in Poland.  

 

Conflict between Russian foreign policy and the other European countries have strengthened the 

security relationship between Poland and the U.S. Many of the issues above are most likely to be 

adopted, but the presidential election of 2010 and the next parliamentary election in 2011 will 

influence the adoption of these issues. 

 

 Legislation and regulations affecting intellectual property is the Polish government‟s market-

friendly approach to its foreign policy. Under the current administration, the privatization of 

businesses will be faster than past conservative legislation and barriers to business will also be 

reduced.  

 

The Polish government‟s goal is to offset the economic downturn without having to borrow 

money. EU funds and State guarantees for bank lending will be used to reach the above goal. In 

January 2009, the 40% rate of personal income tax was abolished. Interest rates were also cut to 

an all time low of 3.75% by the Monetary policy council of the National Bank of Poland during 

the period of November 2008-March 2009. 
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Company organization 
 

Go- Getters International has researched what company organization would be most suitable for 

distributingV8 Fusion in Poland.  With Poland‟s high abundance in manufacturing capabilities 

and an intense need for labor, local production of the product could be appropriate.  The many 

educated workers within Poland are motivated and ready to work with very cheap pay.  Not only 

is the cost of labor reduced, which in turn reduces overall product costs, but local production will 

eliminate shipping costs as well.  

 

There are different options to take into consideration with local production, the first being 

subcontract. Subcontract would be a great way to test the waters and see how successful V8 

Fusion would be in a short-term situation.  However, with subcontracting the sub-contractor is 

left with little control, and becomes dependent on the contractor, this is not Go-Getters 

International long-term intentions for doing business in Poland. According to Bill Clein, 

“subcontract is probably not very viable unless you already have someone good already. Usually 

it is used to make the product there, but bring it back home to sell.” (Clein, 2009) 

 

Licensing is another alternative; however, with this “hands-off” option, Go-Getters International 

would not have the desired control once established in Poland. Although the licensing 

agreements would be created towards Go-Getters Internationals advantage, enforcing and 

monitoring of these agreements would be more difficult without some sort of establishment 

within Poland.   

 

 As of now, establishing a joint venture is the option Go-Getters International is seeking. In this 

arrangement decisions are shared, however Go-Getters International still has an upper hand 

regarding decisions with V8 Fusion once established in Poland.  

 

Go-Getters International would like to launch a joint venture for V8 Fusion with Euro Frugo, a 

leading manufacturer of fruit juices and mineral water within Poland (Euro Frugo- Zyweic Plus 

Sp. Z O.O, 2009).  Go-Getters International would likely invest its training, business ideas, 

expertise, and intellectual property rights, Poland will provide the labor, facilities, and marketing 

techniques and channels, Euro Frugo will also manufacture, distribute, and package V8 Fusion 

(Fitzpatrick, 2007).  

 

It will be agreed upon that for six months to a year Go-Getters International will set up a V8 

Fusion branch office within Poland to oversee this new relationship. During this time Go-Getters 

International will train, manage, and set a strong foundation for V8 Fusion in Poland. By using 

both Go-Getters International personnel and local workers, together a relationship and goals of 

the company will be established.  There will also be a contract agreement for open inspections of 

Euro Frugo, without notice, by Go-Getters International V8 Fusion inspectors.  
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Conclusion 

SWOT analysis 
 

Strengths: Weaknesses: 

 Huge economies of scale because of the 

amount of products Campbell‟s make 

 First rate research and development 

division 

 USP – “get the veggies, taste the fruits”  

 Corporate integrity and sustainability 

 Product quality improvements 

 Experience in entering new especially 

international markets 

 Financial reserves 

 

 Stuffing levels too high comparing to     
competitors 

 Conservative culture of the company with 

reluctance to take risks 

 No established presence 

 Low cash flow 

 High company liabilities 

 Pension plans 

 Plan might not be predictable 

 67.3% of the juice market controlled by big 
competitors 

Opportunities: Threats: 

 The growth of the health food  preference 

 College lifestyle stays the same, with the 

college student‟s average income rising 

 Constant Juice Market growth 

 Increasing number of convenience and 
organic/healthy foods 

 V8 already present and loved in other 

countries; that can influence Polish market 

 Highly educated population 

 New USP – healthy mix for your alcohol 

 Increasing development of free market 

system 

 Tactic of entering the market through Euro 

Frugo 

 

 Customers‟ tastes are constantly changing 

 Highly competitive industry 

 Pricing pressure from competitors 

 Public low adoption rates for new products 

 Risks related to economic conditions 

 Fluctuations in raw material prices 

 Fluctuations in foreign currency exchange 

 Inflation 

 Possible changes in foreign policies with 

2010 and 2011 elections 

 Possible non-ability to partner with Euro 

Frugo 

 Possible loss of economies of scale due to 

negative economic developments worldwide 

 

After conducting SWOT analysis, Go-Getters International matched the company strengths to 

the market opportunities. Primarily, the market potential of Polish juice market is promising. 

With the predicted compounded annual growth rate of about 9.96% (Magdaleno, 2009) and 

increased preference for healthy and organic foods, it is a great market for V8 Fusion, a product 

that offers a unique proposition of “getting the veggies while tasting the fruit”. Not only is V8 

Fusion already a healthy nutrition packed product, Campbell‟s is constantly improving the 

juice‟s quality. The company made a commitment to decrease the sodium levels in V8 juices by 

2010 in order to meet global market lenience towards healthiest products. Highly educated 

people of Poland will quickly notice the quality and nutritional benefits that V8 Fusion will offer 

to them.  
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Also, with the target market‟s preference to consume juices with alcohol, V8 Fusion has an 

opportunity to use a new, unique selling proposition of healthy nutrition filled juice (essential for 

college students) to mix with beer and alcohol that will make their night “taste” good. 

 

Lastly, Euro Frugo is a great potential partner for Campbell‟s with their ability to manufacture, 

package, and distribute the juice. Euro Frugo and Campbell‟s will share the profits as well as the 

possible risks.  

 

The risks that Go-Getters International uncovered during the Feasibility Analysis phase include 

constantly changing customers‟ tastes, low adoption rates for new products, and competitive 

industry with high pricing pressures. Furthermore, the risks related to economic conditions need 

to be kept in mind. Global economic downturn poses such risks to the Company as inflation, loss 

of economies of scale, and fluctuations in raw material prices and in foreign currency exchange 

rates. Possible changes in foreign policies after 2010 and 2011 elections and non-ability to 

collaborate with Euro Frugo could also affect Campbell‟s entry into the Polish market.  

 

Go-Getters International believe that with the present economies of scale and strong financial 

backing that Campbell‟s currently has, the risks that the company might face are reduced to a 

minimum level.  
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Recommendations 
 

After a thorough analysis of market, technical, financial, and organizational feasibility of V8 

Fusion‟s entry into the Polish market, Go-Getters International recommends that Campbell‟s 

starts marketing and selling V8 Fusion in Poland. Go-Getters International uncovered that the 

best way to enter the market is to form a joint venture with Euro Frugo, Polish manufacturer and 

distributor of fruit juices and mineral waters. Euro Frugo is constantly looking for new partners 

and opportunities. However, in the case of Campbell‟s inability to collaborate with Euro Frugo, 

the Company should look for a manufacturer of similar capabilities to join forces with (Clein, 

2009). Such partner should be able to manufacture, package, distribute and market the product.  

 

With over 1.5 million females in post-high school education as well as a constant growth of the 

juice market, Poland is a good market to tap into. Choosing a target market of females in the 20-

26 age groups who are educated and self-conscious is recommended. Campbell‟s should market 

V8 Fusion as a juice that could be mixed with beer and alcohol and “make the night taste good”.  

 

With that said, Go-Getters International have developed the Marketing Plan thoroughly 

discussed in the next part of this report.  
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Part 3 
 

Marketing Plan 

Target market, objectives and positioning strategy 
 

V8 Fusion's target market consists of females in the 20-26 age groups.  This target market is 

characterized by the educated and health conscious females who live within the densely 

populated metropolitan areas. With the target audience in mind, V8 Fusion will position its juices 

as follows: 

 

For educated and health-conscious females who choose healthier drinks when they participate in 

the nightlife, V8 Fusion is a juice that is a tasty addition to beer and alcohol. Unlike any other 

mixer for alcoholic beverages, V8 Fusion offers a full serving of vegetables in every bottle.  

 

This statement was chosen after carefully analyzing the earlier performed SWOT analysis as 

well as the competitive analysis. Mainly, Go-Getters International discovered a growing trend 

towards consumer purchases of healthful products. Moreover, college lifestyle includes active 

participation in the nightlife. Currently, the female part of these participants mix their beer and 

alcohol with drinks made from concentrate, which do not carry much nutritional value. Those 

competitors who do produce healthful juices do not concentrate their efforts on serving the target 

audience of college students. That is why V8 Fusion will serve this untouched market.  

 

Go-Getters has set three attainable objectives for V8 Fusion in the Polish market: 

 

 The first goal would be to accomplish a total profit of $7.95 million by the end of the 

first year. 

 Maintaining gross profit margin percentage at 40% through first year of business, this 

will be done by controlling costs of goods sold to 60% or lower.  

 Increase the product awareness among the target audience by 30 percent in one year. 
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Marketing Mix Strategies 
Go-Getters International has researched what marketing mix would be the most feasible for 

targeting V8 Fusion‟s consumers in Poland. The following sections describe the marketing mix 

in details.  

 

Product 
With our target market being young educated females who are health conscious, V8 Fusion will 

be testing the market for the introductory year with three exuberant flavors. Go Getters 

International decided to bring in Cranberry Blackberry, which is a popular flavor within the 

United States. This flavor is a delicious blend of fresh Polish homegrown cranberries and 

blackberries (Campbells, 2009). This particular drink can be as a mixer for such alcoholic 

beverages like vodka. Go-Getters International also recommend that Campbell‟s introduce two 

new featured flavors specifically for the Polish market, which are Blackcurrant and Apple 

Fusion. Both these juices are aimed toward our target market for a mixed drink at pubs, clubs, or 

discos.  Blackcurrant juice is often mixed with cider at local pubs; our target market prefers a 

small amount of blackcurrant juice to Guinness to bring out the taste of the popular beer 

(Wikipedia, 2009). The second featured flavor is also mixed with a light beer or can also be 

fused together with a shot of clear Absolute Vodka, depending on the consumers‟ preference.   

 

Marketing V8 Fusion as a healthy juice that can be mixed with alcoholic beverages will give our 

product competitive advantage among other leading competitors in the market. V8 Fusion‟s 

brand is internationally unique as well as eye-catching due to the colorful packaging and the 

striking color of the juice itself. The “Fusion” in the V8 line correlates to the way the juices fuse 

together with their choice of mixed beverages and/or recipes.  

 

The labeling will alter slightly from the United States labels in that it will contain a color-coded 

GDA (EUFIC, 2009). The label will also utilize an arrangement of youthful and bright colors to 

stand out from our competitors‟ labeling. Given that V8 Fusion is advertised to our target 

demographic, we will be adding a mixed drink recipe on the label. Lastly, the barcode on the 

package will differ from the United States label; instead of having it on the bottom, we will place 

it on the side where it can be easily scanned.  

 

Go- Getters International along with Euro Frugo determined it would be beneficial to V8 Fusion 

to keep their packaging the same as the packaging in the United States. Euro Frugo will provide 

Go-Getters International with support services for V8 Fusion consumers. The consumers will 

have the option to call a customer support line at 48-33-8605926, send a Fax: 48-33-8605920 or 

visit the website at http://www.v8fusion.pl . (Alibaba, 2009) 

 

To distinguish V8 Fusion amongst its competitors, it will offer recipes for mixed drinks on the 

V8 Fusion website. One of our recipes a consumer can find on the website is the Mixed Berry 

“recovery” smoothie (Campbells, 2009)  

 

 

 

http://www.v8fusion.pl/
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Distribution 
 

Go-Getters International has made the official decision to establish a joint venture with Euro 

Frugo, a leading manufacturer of fruit juices in Poland (Euro Frugo- Zyweic Plus Sp. Z O.O, 

2009). Euro Frugo is capable of manufacturing, producing, packaging, marketing, and 

distributing Campbell‟s V8 Fusion throughout Poland.  

 

Although Campbell‟s has already established relationships with other countries in Europe, 

Poland is a new endeavor.  Euro Frugo has already set channels of distribution that are used with 

their current juice products; this will be beneficial when introducing V8 Fusion to the Polish 

market. The success Euro Frugo has had with their current juice products sets a good path for V8 

Fusion to follow and embrace.  

 

During the first year of distribution, Go-Getters International will focus on a more selective 

distribution process.  During this process, distribution of V8 Fusion will occur only in the major 

cities of Poland, such as Warsaw, Krakow, and Wroclaw, all of which are known for their 

booming business opportunities and popularity by locals and tourists.  

 

With Poland‟s manufacturing capabilities and access to fresh fruits and vegetables, V8 Fusion 

will be made fresh by Euro Frugo, as well as produced and packaged.  Euro Frugo will then 

deliver V8 Fusion by truck, through already established transportation and delivery process. V8 

Fusion will be distributed to the top retail and wholesale markets throughout the country, such as 

Tesco, Carrefour, Wal-Mart, and Metro Cash and Carry, in all the major cities of Poland (Super 

Markets of Poland, 2008).  

 

During the first year of distribution Campbell‟s will team up with the agents of Euro Frugo to 

make sure V8 Fusion has the best product placement within the markets.  With optimism, Go-

Getters International predicts a positive outcome for V8 Fusion‟s success in Poland during the 

first year.  If V8 Fusion is successful, expansion of V8 Fusion to more cities within Poland after 

the first year is possible. From there we will decide whether Campbell‟s and Euro Frugo will 

expand V8 Fusion to other border-lining countries of Poland.  
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Marketing communication 
 

Advertising. Because the target audience for V8 Fusion in Poland differs from the target 

audience in the U.S., the communication/advertising message is not going to be adapted from the 

U.S. Instead, it will appeal to the audience of students and alumnae who live in the big cities. For 

that reason, Go-Getters international designed the advertising material with the audience in mind. 

The campaign “Color your night” will be fun, colorful and festive.  In the print, TV, radio, 

outdoor and interactive media advertising, V8 Fusion will appear as a mixer for alcoholic 

beverages; refer to the Appendix 6. The ads in the newspapers will mainly come out when 

semesters start and run for about a month or two. Commercials on the local radio will run during 

the semesters. Commercials on TV will concentrate on the school break times. 

 

Public relations. To gain support and cooperation from the Polish public and to generate positive 

press, V8 Fusion will implement intensive communication activities (How to network, 2009). 

The main activity that V8 Fusion will be implementing is scholarship funds in major Polish 

Universities. Other activities will include V8 Fusion representatives‟ public appearances in major 

educational events, as well as presentations designed for students on various topics, including but 

not limited to business, health, and nutrition. 

 

Sales promotions. In order to gain market share V8 Fusion will offer samples to both end 

consumers and the distributors, by that exercising both push and pull strategies. The tables will 

be set up at the major stores, where the V8 “Juicy Boys” will offer free samples to the 

consumers. The V8 “Juicy Boys” will also offer free samples at the bars and nightclubs.  

 

Packaging. Go-Getters International believes that packaging is one of the most important 

conveyors of the brand image. That is why V8 Fusion will offer cocktail recipes on the package; 

see “product” section above. 

 

Sponsorship. V8 Fusion will sponsor Agnieszka Radwańska, a very popular Polish tennis player. 

In the case of inability to cooperate with Agnieszka, V8 Fusion will sponsor another female 

sports person with a similar success and reputation.  

 

Customer service. Go-Getters International recognizes that customer service is possibly the most 

important customer touch point, that is why we recommend that V8 Fusion should establish a 

customer support website www.v8fusion.pl, where customers will be able to send the company 

their stories, compliments, questions or concerns; refer to the Appendix 7 for the sample website.  

 

Guerilla. Because of the nature of the target audience (students and alumni), V8 Fusion will need 

to reach them in unconventional ways. One of such ways is to use V8 in sky projected signs in 

major cities during Friday and Saturday nights for the first month of the introduction of V8 

Fusion to the market. 

 

The media used for marketing communication will consist of print, broadcast, out-of-home, and 

interactive media; refer to the Appendix 8 for the Media Flowchart.  

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agnieszka_Radwa%C5%84ska
http://www.v8fusion.pl/
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Proposed budget 

 

The budget for this campaign will be 1.4 million U.S. dollars. This amount was calculated by 

proportionately reducing the budget allocated to the V8 2008 Marketing Campaign (U.S. 

population ≈ 300 million) in order to cater to a smaller Polish population (Polish population ≈ 38 

million).  
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Price 
 

When determining what price to set Go Getters International looked at competitor pricing as well 

as considered what price end consumers could afford without compromising quality. 

  

First, we looked at distributor pricing to the markets and hypermarkets. A new trend in many 

markets around Poland and Europe is the emergence of store brand products that are turning into 

strong competition for “name” brand products (Super Markets of Poland, 2008). These similar 

products are displayed side by side with the less expensive yet good quality store brands and cost 

between $1.40 and $1.80 for single serving sizes. This being understood we have decided to 

initially sell V8 Fusion juices as at a lower introductory price to both distributors as well as retail 

consumers. This discounted price is to entice distributors and consumers to try V8 Fusion over 

the similarly priced competition. Once consumers have tried and been introduced to the flavors 

and quality of our product we will raise the price to a more sustainable number to match 

production costs. We also anticipate being able to still offer V8 Fusion at a competitive price due 

to the fact that we will be manufacturing and distributing within Poland, avoiding many 

production cost inflating procedures, such as tariffs and overseas shipping.  

 

Secondly, when we considered pricing, we had to look at how V8 Fusion would be used within 

the drinking community. We took a look at the prices of mixed drinks in the average pub or 

disco in Poland. These drinks range in price from between 4 and 13 zloty this translates to 

between $1.80 and $4.68 (Polish Forum, 2007).  We decided that to initially offer the larger 

sized bottles at a greater discount would entice such establishments to use V8 in their mixed 

drinks and making our product more visible to our target market.  

 

It will cost about .86 USD/ 12 oz and $2.30/ 46oz bottle to manufacture, distribute and market 

V8 Fusion throughout Poland. Taking these numbers and our market research into consideration, 

and determining that we anticipate a 35% and 30% gross profit on the different sizes 

respectively, which will 

graduate to 40% after the 1
st
 

year, we have decided the 

prices shown in the 

following table: 

Go-getters International 

made distributor pricing 

decisions based on the 18-

23% mark-up that the retail 

stores are most likely to use 

(Save-Mart, 2009). 

 

 

 

At the present time the US dollar is declining and therefore we do not consider there to be a 

material risk of loss due to currency fluctuation. 

 1
st
 Year 

Introductory Pricing 

Graduated 

Pricing 

Size 12 oz 46 oz 12 oz  46 oz 

Cost .86 2.03 .86 2.03 

Distributor  1.16 2.64 1.20 3.22 

Retail 1.37 3.80 1.47 3.96 
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Revenues and Expenses 
 

As previously mentioned, the forecasted sales for V8 Fusion‟s entrance into the Polish market is 

estimated to be approximately $37.29 million USD retail, which is approximately $31.08 

wholesale, which will be what the company‟s top line would be.  This estimation comes from 

multiple factors; the number is a mix of projected total annual market expenditure, statistical 

analysis, and comparison with a similar competitor.  The transition from retail to wholesale was 

done by accounting for retailers adding a 20% markup (Save-Mart, 2009). 

 

The total projected sales from the Polish juice market come from Datamonitor, “a leading 

business information company specializing in industry analysis” (Datamonitor, 2004).  The 

report generated from Datamonitor contained trend line analysis and an estimated compounding 

annual growth rate for the years 1999 through 2003.  From here, the given trend line analysis 

was expanded further giving the total of $3.729 billion in total market expenditure.   

 

Pepsi Co., similar entrant to the Polish juice market, with their fruit juice product “Toma” In 

2006 yielded a 1% capture of the market (Elopak).  Given the target markets purchasing forecast 

$107 million X 1% market capture, the market is estimated to purchase ≈$ 1.073 million in juice 

for the year 2009.  With the target market being ≈ 4% of the Polish population, and their 

estimated total purchases also being ≈ 4%, it is logical to assume that the sales forecasts are 

accurate.   

 

Production costs as earlier mentioned have been estimated to be $22.4 million; now that it is 

assumed that the company is selling under wholesale conditions, the cost of goods sold number 

has been adjusted. “As a percent of sales, gross profit was 39.9% in 2009”  (Cambpell's Soup 

Company form 10-K, 2009) for the Campbell‟s corporation.  This multiplied by the estimated 

first year wholesales of $31.08 million yields a cost of goods sold figure of $18.65 million, 

which also includes any transportation costs.  In a company‟s financial statements, freight-in and 

freight-out costs related to the product are included into the costs of goods sold figure in order to 

show all costs associated with getting the product ready for sale. The $18.65 million figure 

accounts for all freight costs to be paid by the company. 

 

The Campbell‟s Corporation‟s 10-K stated that marketing expenses as mentioned previously 

have been estimated to be ≈ $1.4 million by proportionately reducing it from the U.S. market 

expenditure to the Polish market size. 

 

As stated in the financial feasibility section, the company will be financing through long-term 

debt.  If the company is to finance in this way, it should estimate to obtain approximately $20.05 

in long-term debt instruments to cover the production/freight and marketing costs for the 

endeavor.  Interest expense should be estimated to be ≈ $1.22 million for each year the debt is 

outstanding; assuming an effective interest rate of ≈ 6.10%.  this was given by an average 

interest rates for a rolling thirteen-month period beginning October 2008 through October 2009, 

then divided by the thirteenth month period for an arithmetical mean of ≈ 6.10% (European 

Central Bank, 2009) (Magdaleno, 2009). 
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Given that “Poland's corporate tax for the year 2009 is 19%” (World Wide Tax , 2009) the tax 

rate was applied to the final Income before Taxes figure of $9.81 million, yielding a $7.95 

million overall profit for the product‟s introductory year into the market. Refer to Appendix 9 for 

the Income Statement. 
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Evaluation Plan 
In order for V8 Fusion to strive in the Polish market, Campbell‟s will need to accomplish the 

three goals that were discussed earlier in the marketing plan. Those goals are: to accomplish a 

certain level of profit, controlling cost of goods sold to 60% or lower of the gross profit margin, 

and to increase product awareness among the target audience by 30% during the year.  

 

The company‟s goals can be evaluated by using managerial accounting skills to monitor the 

progress made to reach these goals. A way to evaluate profit is to use cost-volume-profit (CVP) 

analysis (Jiambalvo, 2007). The profit equation is fundamental to CVP analysis. It states that 

profit is equal to revenue minus variable and total fixed cost. Another helpful equation to CVP 

analysis is the break-even point, which will be useful in calculating the number of units that must 

be sold for the company to neither incur a gain or a loss (Jiambalvo, 2007).  

 

Maintaining cost of goods sold to 60% or lower of the gross profit margin could be achieved by 

using cost centers. In this manner, managers in charge of cost centers can make sure that their 

services are provided at a reasonable cost to the company (Jiambalvo, 2007). Using a just-in-time 

(JIT) manufacturing system could help the company maintain cost of goods sold at a low level. 

The goal of a JIT system is to minimize inventories of raw materials and work in process, this 

way there is no buildup or misuse of these materials to clog up the factory (Jiambalvo, 2007). 

Using a Total Quality Management (TQM) system will also help the company maintain 

manageable cost of goods sold. TQM will help the company create high quality products and 

ensure that production processes are efficient (Jiambalvo, 2007). A company philosophy can be 

developed by using a TQM system that stresses listening to the customers, making products 

correct the first try, reducing defective products that need to be re-worked, and encouraging 

workers to improve their production processes (Jiambalvo, 2007). With these managerial tools, 

the company can monitor costs to make sure the gross margin percentage stays at approximately 

40%.  

 

The third goal, product awareness, could be evaluated by physically asking individuals if they 

have personally heard of or tried V8 Fusion. Individuals can be asked a few questions that range 

from the accessibility to exposure they had to V8 Fusion by using a questionnaire. Incentives to 

take the questionnaire can be given by providing free samples of V8 Fusion. The ideal location 

to ask these questions would be at major universities and colleges, since our ideal customer can 

mostly be found there. The cost associated with a questionnaire is supplies (paper, pens, V8 

Fusion samples, etc) and labor costs. The labor cost can be covered by working with universities 

on an intern program they could offer their students to work with V8 Fusion. All in all, the three 

goals set aside by Campbell‟s can be achieved by implementing programs that will help evaluate 

these goals.                              
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Appendix 1 

 

Interview with Anita Czyz 

 

1. Are fruit juices popular in Poland? 

 

Fruit juices are very popular in Poland. 

 

2.  Who drinks juices in Poland? 

 

Juice is consumed daily, can be drank with breakfast, dinner or supper. It is also often 

used with alcohol and sometimes apple or cherry juice is added in small amounts to 

beers. 

 

3. What are the circumstances to drink juices? 

 

At home, always at parties, with alcohol. 

 

4. How would you describe an average fruit juice consumer in Poland? 

 

On average, I think it's more of a family drink, so maybe a child? But really, a lot of 

people drink it. Adults drink it plenty too.  

 

5. How important is the education? 

 

There are not a lot of problems with kids dropping out at early ages. Pretty much every 

kid I knew went to school and definitely stayed at school, I am not sure how much the 

parents were involved in convincing them to do so. Everyone just kind of knows that you 

are definitely best off going to High School and then it's kind of up to your abilities for 

what kind of school you will go into (university or trade school or something else). 

 

6. How do students live in Poland? 

 

The living situation: The girl grew up in the middle of nowhere, then moved to a bigger 

town with a good school and is rooming with some other people.  

 

7. Do girls go abroad during summer for work? 

 

She will go to England typically, but other places she might go to are Ireland, for 

example. Since nowadays there is a lot of violence against Polish people in England.  

 

8. How is Polish personal hygiene? 

 We take showers daily  
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Appendix 2 

 

Interview with Morjana 

 

1. What kinds of sports are popular amongst female students in Poland? 

- There are many popular sports. However, it is not as popular in Poland as here 

to play them in college. Female students normally go to gyms, especially 

aerobics has gotten very popular lately. 

2. How do girls dress? 

- To go to school, girls will normally wear tennis shoes, jeans and T-shirts, to 

go out it is most likely jeans and a nice top with high-heeled shoes. 
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Appendix 3 

 

On-line Polish forums (Polish Forum, 2009) 

 

1. What is generally an age group of people who drink fruit juices in Poland? Do you 

think it is mostly male or female? 

- The ones who mix it with beer. 

- the one's that drink the most alcohol !!!!! 

- mixed carrot fruit juices are served to little children  

then there are younger and mid-age generation who are used to this kind of stuff 

(and not into colas, sodas and other) but they are minority 

there has been a brand in pure fruit bottled juices - some exotic mixtures - namely 

Frugo - the stuff was quite good but at the same time a bit too expensive I guess 

and the brand has fallen out of use - must be the sales weren't that good - don't 

know the exact fate of the makers  

anyway I think that juice making buisness in Poland is pretty competitive - though 

the quality of some major brands in recent year has fallen dramatically (maybe it 

is the competition pressure and people buying the cheaper stuff rather the better - 

for whatever reasons) - so maybe it is a field to explore - but it sort of would have 

to be somewhat elitist product that would catch on with not so many - so the 

problem is the business scale - but you see Polish youth (many of them/especially 

educated) are quite susceptible to mind forming when you know how to address 

them (must be self-worth deficit) 

then juices are bought for hospital patients as well so they have something to 

drink at hand - but it is a minor thing in sales I guess 

older generations usually don't buy that stuff (our grandmas used to make fruit 

juices on their own and many people still do now - my mom does) 

- I think that fruit juices will be drunk more and more by the younger generation. 

Coca-Cola have Cappy here and I've just discovered that Pepsi have Toma. These 

add to an already impressive list of fruit juice drunk by young/active people. 

Mostly females mix. 

- The beetroot and apple juice drink by Hortex is awesome, anyone tried that? My 

wife bought it for pregnancy i didnt think i'd like it but now i cant get enough of 

the stuff, mind you, you shouldnt drink too much in one day - its too red.. Im sure 

i dont need to go into detail here. 

- Polish kids seem more open to trying carrot juice and healthy drinks in general. 

Kubus is very popular, the carrot and raspberry flavour aint too bad. 

- I grew up on carrot juice, rarely got sick, very high in magnesium and anti 

cancerous. Very healthy. Best made from organic carrots. 

- black currant is my favorite 

-  

 

2. Which brand companies that sell juices are the most popular? 
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-Two brands come to my mind first. Polish brands of course. I like them both. 

Tymbark and Hortex. 

- I am partial to Kubus-Polish---- of course 

- Hortex, Fortuna and Tymbark are the 3 leading ones :) 

- 4 companies hold most of this market in Poland: Maspex, Hortex, Agros and 

Sokpol. You may find their websites and check the brands there. 

 

3. Is study in University free or paid in Poland? Who can afford going to college? 

-It's free in case of full time students at the public university level schools... 

 

4. What kind of music do you like to listen? 

- Pop and rock, mostly in English. 

- Techno and dance!!! 

- My parents listen to “easy music”. 

 

5. What is the nature of Polish people's hygiene? 

On a more serious note: 

I shower everyday in the evening after having a 120 minutes excercise :). I use soap 

all over my body, twice. First I rinse strongly, then wash away :). Second, I rinse 

solftly, then wash away :). 

I use the best shampoo. A little ... everyday. Applied once... :) 

I carefully apply soap at every part of my body. Nothing must be left alone, otherwise 

its injustice to that part! 

I use much water.  

I use towels... terry!... I got two... so that when I wash one (once a week), the other is 

clean and dry to be used :). 

I always use soap to wash my hand. 

I carry an clean handkercheif :) 

I use good, clean, beautiful toilets. My toilet is only mine... no one to share it with :). 

I use toothpaste to clean my teeth :), I also use tooth brush. 

I shave everyday, and then use anticeptic after shave.  

I wear only clean cloth. My cloth must be clean everyday. One pair of cloth for 

oneday only, not continue it the second day :). One pair of cloth in home too... same 

rule applies. 

SO........ 

KEEP YOURSELF CLEAN FOR GOOD HYGENE! 
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Appendix 4 
 

Interview with Bill Cline 

 

1. Trade restrictions in Poland (tariffs, quotas, import taxes, embargoes, licensing, duties) 

EU restrictions, ingredient, registrations consistent with EU, particular ingredient requirements 

or preservatives or coloring. Look at label. Try to find the positive list of the ingredients 

(something EU does) and if the ingredients on the label are not on the positive list, then you can‟t 

use them.  Also, check FAS reports – foreign agricultural service. They have reports on many 

countries. Something like www.fas.gov 

 

2. If our company decides to sub contract in Poland, would we get any monetary trade 

restrictions? 

No, this is a way to avoid duties. Also, the partner company would know many other details 

about manufacturing, ingredients and so on.  

 

3. What kind of company organization would you suggest for an American business seeking 

to do business in Poland? 

The one that manufactures, packages, distributes, and markets. Euro Frugo sounds like such 

company; if that does not go through you should get a company of the same capabilities. 

Production company who can lead you into distribution channels, sells to hypermarkets. You 

want to ne positioned in hypermarkets, because 10 year from now they will be roughly 95% of 

Poland. 

 

4. Poland seems to favor local production, if this is the case, what do you suggest would be 

the best way to go about his? Subcontract, licenses, or Joint venture? 

Any of the above. It is same class of approach. Subcontract is probably not very viable unless 

you already have someone good already. Usually it is used to make the product there, but bring it 

back home to sell. Licenses and Joint Venture are similar, almost same – local legal partners, 

split profits and risks. Difference is nuance.  

Poland is huge agricultural area, one of the biggest investments happen in this area. Poland is 

“red basket” of Europe, everything is grown there. It makes whole lot of sense to grow there. 

They are going to want to consume their own products. I even read an article about Polish brands 

going to other countries in Europe because so many Polish people move to those countries. 

Licensing is legitimate, may be even necessary. You will avoid duties by licensing. Also, water 

is very heave, thus expensive to ship. 

 

5. What professional personnel should we bring from U.S.? 

If it is Joint Venture or licensing – it is just a straight distribution. With sub construct – 

production specialist, quality control, somebody who can inspect it. In either case you probably 

need to bring initially some personnel, but not for a long period.  

http://www.fas.gov/
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6. Bans on any type of advertising? 

Advertising in EU is typical and mostly consistent with the U.S., can‟t make any outrages health 

claims.  

7. What risks could V8 potentially have in Poland? 

No one will buy it, because they want local products. You can avoid that with Licensing or Joint 

Venture and with the label on the product “V8, produced by Euro Frugo”. Partners could actually 

even insist on it.  
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Appendix 5
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Appendix 6 

Billboard 

 

Newspaper and magazine ad 
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Appendix 7 

Website 
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Appendix 8 

 

Green - Newspapers 

Red - Magazines 

Purple - Radio 

Blue – TV 

Yellow - Website 

Orange - Billboards 
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Appendix 9 

 

V8 Fusion 

Static Budget 

2009 

Sales       

   

  

  

   Revenues 

  

 $      31.08  

  

  

  

Cost of Goods Sold 

 

  

   Production Costs 

 

        (18.65) 

   (including freight)       

 Gross Profit 

  

         12.43  

  

  

  

Expenses 

  

  

   Marketing and Selling 

 

          (1.40) 

    Interest Expense 

  

          (1.22) 

Net Income Before Taxes 

 

           9.81  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Corporate Income Tax  

 

          (1.86) 

Net Income 

  

           7.95 

  

  

  
*all numbers given in USD $millions,  

2009 $∏e   
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